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Abstract
Objective-To assess the relative protection

against death from cervical cancer after two or more
negative smear test results and compare it with the
protection against invasive cancer estimated by
an International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC) working group in an analysis of data from 10
large screening programmes.
Design-Comparison of risk of death from

cervical cancer after two or more negative smear
results with the risk in unscreened women by using
a model constructed with data from the British
Columbia screening programme.
Main outcome measures-Mortality from and inci-

dence of invasive cancer.
Results-In women with two negative smear

results estimates of protection against cervical
cancer were about 50% higher when lethal invasive
cancer was used as the criterion rather than all
invasive cancer. This difference was due to these
women being more likely to attend for further tests at
which invasive cancer could be detected: screen
detected cancer has a better prognosis than clinically
diagnosed cancer. Screening intervals could be
longer than three years: screening women aged 35-64
every five years was predicted to result in a 90%
reduction in mortality from cervical cancer.
Conclusion-Because protection from mortality is

higher than protection from disease and because of
the high costs and negative side effects of frequent
screening, screening intervals should be longer than
three years.

Introduction
The International Agency for Research on Cancer

(IARC) working group on evaluation of cervical cancer
screening programmes has analysed data from large
screening programmes in Europe and North America.'
Protection against cervical cancer after negative smear
test results was measured by the risk ofinvasive cancer.
The relative protection-that is, the ratio of the risks
in unscreened and screened women-decreases with
increasing time since the last smear. Analysis of this
decreasing trend may be useful in deciding about the
interval between smears. The IARC group concluded
that the intervals between screening should be three
years or less.2
The primary aim of cervical cancer screening is to

prevent death from cervical cancer. Using death rather
than invasive cancer as the criterion will result in
different estimates for the protection after negative
smear test results. Women who have had negative
smear test results are likely to have further smear tests,
and invasive cancers may not only surface clinically but
also be detected by these subsequent smears. On
average, these invasive cancers detected by screening
have a much better prognosis than those that are
clinically diagnosed. When comparing women who
had one or more negative smear test results with
unscreened women, the relative protection against
mortality from cervical cancer will therefore be higher
than the relative protection against invasive cancer. We

investigated the size of the difference between these
two relative protection rates, and the implications for
recommendations about the screening interval.

Methods
The aim of screening for cervical cancer is to reduce

the risk of diagnosing an invasive cancer that would
eventually result in death from the disease. The next
screening should therefore be scheduled when the risk
of lethal invasive cancer is considered to have become
too high. We therefore used protection against lethal
invasive cancer as an indicator for protection against
mortality.

Information on the survival of patients with invasive
cancers was not available in the IARC study. We
therefore used a model for progression of the disease
which links the risks of lethal invasive cancer to the
data on risk of invasive cancer obtained in the IARC
study. We constructed a model which has four stages:
no cervical cancer, preinvasive cervical cancer, pre-
clinical invasive cervical cancer, and clinical invasive
cervical cancer. We used data from the cohort study of
cervical cancer screening in British Columbia3 to
estimate the parameters of this model.4 The pre-
invasive stages dysplasia and carcinoma in situ together
had an estimated mean duration of 12-3 (95% confi-
dence interval 9-7 to 14-7) years with a standard
deviation of 5-8 (4-6 to 111) years. The estimated
mean duration of preclinical invasive stages was five
years. The sensitivity of the smear test was estimated
at 80%. These values fitted the data from British
Columbia well,4 and agreed with similar analyses of
more recent screening data from the Netherlands5 and
Sweden.6
To be consistent with the IARC study, we included

screen detected invasive cancers in the calculations for
the model. On the basis of the IARC report we
estimated that each year 33% of women who have
already had two or more (negative) smear test results
will have another smear test. ' We used this estimate in
the model, to predict the relative risk of invasive
cancer; these predictions agreed with the IARC group
finding of 50% reduction in risk after 6-10 years after
(at least) two negative smear test results. The fit of the
IARC results could be improved further by increasing
the standard deviation of the duration of preinvasive
lesions to 7-3 years, which is still well within the
confidence limits of the British Columbia estimates. A
detailed presentation of this comparison will be given
elsewhere. The resulting best fitting model was used to
translate the protection against invasive cancer PI into
protection against lethal invasive cancer PM.
The model gives the proportion of the invasive

cancers that are screen detected(s). On the basis of
estimates of the average lethalities q, and qc of screen
detected and clinically diagnosed invasive cervical
cancers, we used the following formula to calculate
the protection against lethal invasive cancer:
PM=PI((1-s)+sXqs/qc).
We assumed a relative five year survival rate of 90%

for screen detected invasive cancers, which we derived
from combining stage distribution of screen detected
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invasive cancers and stage specific 5 year survival data.7
Assuming a 60% 5 year survival for clinically diagnosed
cervical cancers gives a 1:4 lethality ratio (q,/qc=0 25).
Some studies have reported survival statistics for
clinically diagnosed cancers in the range 65%-70%'-
but these figures are higher because stage IA and IB
cancers detected by screening were included. We
assumed that the 1:4 lethality ratio after 5 years of
follow up persisted in the long term; we also considered
a lethality ratio of 1:3.

Results
The figure shows the relative protection against

invasive cancer and against lethal invasive cancer
predicted by our model for a 45 year old woman who
has had two negative smear test results at an interval of
three years assuming a 1:4 lethality ratio between
screen detected and clinically diagnosed cancers. The
points give the relative protection against invasive
cervical cancer for 35-64 year old women estimated by
the IARC study group,2 which we used in our model
to produce the dashed curve. The model predicted
protection against mortality from cervical cancer after
negative smear results was about 50% higher than the
protection against invasive cancer. If a more conserva-
tive lethality ratio of 1:3 was assumed, the relative
protection against mortality from cervical cancer was
still about 30-40% higher than the IARC estimates
would suggest.

In the model, the durations of preclinical invasive
lesions have an inherent one to one relation with the
durations of preinvasive lesions. This assumption
implies that fast growing preinvasive lesions will also
develop rapidly when they have become invasive.
Screening tends to pick up slow growing lesions and to
miss fast growing lesions (length biased sampling).
Shortly after two negative smear results some women
will already have fast growing lesions that may later be
diagnosed clinically, resulting in a small proportion of
screen detected cancers and a low prediction of the
relative protection against lethal invasive cancers (see
formula). This effect is strongest in younger age
groups. In the model, most cervical cancers occurring
at younger ages are assumed to be fast growing lesions
that have a lower probability of being detected by
regular screening. Thus, the relative protection against
lethal invasive cancer in women under age 30 is
predicted to be much lower than for women between
ages 35 and 65, for whom predictions are similar to
those presented in the figure.
We also considered a model with a fixed four year

duration ofthe preclinical invasive stage. The fit for the
two data sets (British Columbia and IARC) was as good
as with the former model. The length biased sampling
phenomenon did not occur in this model, and therefore
it predicted that a higher proportion of invasive cancers
will be detected by screening. As a result the relative
protection against lethal invasive cancer in the first
years since the last negative smear test result was
almost 100% higher than the protection against all
invasive cancers.

In reality, the development of preclinical invasive
cancer will be in between the extreme situations
assumed in the two models and the relative protection
against lethal invasive cancer will be between 50% and
100% higher than for all invasive cancers.

SCREENING FREQUENCIES

The IARC working group calculated the reduction
in cumulative incidence of invasive cervical cancer for
different screening frequencies in women aged 35-64.
It assumed that all women participate in screening. For
example, the figure shows that the incidence of all
invasive cancers in the first three years after a second
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Comparison ofrelative protection against all invasive cervical cancers
as estimated by the IARC group2 with model predictions ofprotection
against lethal invasive and all invasive cervical cancer after two
negative smear test results (threeyears apart) in 45year old women. It
is assumed that each subsequentyear 33% ofwomen who have notyet
had a third smear will have one. The lethality ratio ofscreen detected to
clinically diagnosed cancers is assumed to be 1:4.

negative smear test result is between 10 and 11 times
lower on average than in a situation without screening,
resulting in an estimated 90 4% reduction in cumulative
incidence between the ages 35 and 64 with a three year
screening interval. We used the model to derive
corresponding figures for the reduction in cumulative
incidence of lethal invasive cancer (table). The IARC
statement that the screening interval should be three
years or less corresponds with a reduction of at least
90%. If this same percentage is applied to reduction in
mortality from cervical cancer our model calculations
show that an interval of five years is still acceptable.
More frequent screening will give little additional
benefit. For example, changing from a five year to a
three year interval implies that all efforts (taking
smears, cytological analysis, follow up, etc) increase by
two thirds, whereas the benefits increase by less than
5%, resulting in a 14 times worse marginal cost
effectiveness ratio.

Percentage reduction in the cumulative incidence and mortality of
cervical cancer in women aged 35-64 for different frequencies of
screening*

% Reduction in:

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative
Interval between incidence incidence mortality
screenings (years) (A) (B) (C)

1 93-5 95-4 9
2 925 93.3 95.3
3 904 91 0 93.7
4 88-4t 88-3 91-8
5 83-6 85-2 89-7
10 64-1 68-1 80-0

*A was calculated by the IARC working group2; B and C are model based
predictions.
tCalculated from IARC data.2

In an earlier analysis we used a more detailed
model based on Dutch epidemiological, medical, and
economic data to predict the effects and costs of
cervical cancer screening policies.5 For the Nether-
lands we calculated a cost effectiveness ratio of about
£8000 per life year gained for a screening policy with
five yearly invitations between the ages of 37 and 62,
assuming an average attendance rate of 65%.1 '0 In this
model the additional effects of a policy with more
frequent invitations (three yearly between ages 36
and 63) are higher than in the case with 100% attend-
ance because of irregular participation patterns. The
marginal costs per life year gained with the three yearly
policy in comparison with the five yearly policy were
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about £25 000. Whereas the cost per life year gained of
£8000 for a five yearly interval may be considered
acceptable, the marginal costs per life year gained by
screening every three years are high in comparison
with the costs of many other health care facilities. In
addition, we found that increasing the screening
frequency will worsen the balance between favourable
and adverse health effects (unnecessary treatment
of women with false positive results and regressive
lesions) of screening.11
Our analysis is based on published data from studies

that are now more than 10 years old. Reports of
an increasing incidence and mortality, especially in
younger women, do not influence our results since
our estimates are predominantly determined by the
duration ofpreinvasive stages and the sensitivity of the
screening test. These factors could also change over
time,'2 stressing the need for continuous re-evaluation
of the protection afforded by negative smear test
results.

Conclusion
The most serious negative effects of cervical cancer

are early death and the serious morbidity associated
with advanced disease. Therefore, reduction ofthe risk
of death from cervical cancer should be the primary
criterion in evaluating screening policies. Reduction in
incidence of invasive cancer carries an additional
benefit since some major therapeutic procedures and
their associated morbidity will be avoided, but this
should be considered in conjunction with the negative
health effects of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures
that are induced by screening."
The use of reduction in incidence as a proxy for

reduction in mortality is appealing. However, we have
shown that protection against invasive cancer under-
estimates protection against mortality. The two criteria
will lead to different recommendations: screening
intervals based on mortality are about 50% longer than
those based on incidence. This difference is caused by

the good survival of women with screen detected
invasive cancers.
On the basis of our calculations of the reduction in

cervical cancer mortality we conclude that screening
intervals of five years are appropriate. Regular screen-
ing at this interval in the age group 35-64 is expected to
give about 90% reduction in the risk of dying from
cervical cancer. More intensive screening will give
little additional benefit, and should be discouraged in
view of the adverse effects and the high costs.

This study was supported by the Ministry of Welfare,
Health, and Cultural Affairs in the Netherlands. We thank
Drs A B Miller and D A Boyes for help in analysing data from
British Columbia.
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Endocrine adverse effects of
omeprazole

Marie Lindquist, I Ralph Edwards

Omeprazole is thought to act to reduce gastric acid
through specific binding to the parietal cell proton
pump hydrogen ion potassium ATPase. Selectivity is
further strengthened by the drug's basic nature causing
it to accumulate in acid spaces, where it is activated.
Both cimetidine and ranitidine have been reported to
cause gynaecomastia and impotence, though, unlike
cimetidine, ranitidine does not bind to androgen
receptors. There have been two single case reports of
gynaecomastia during treatment with omeprazole.'2
We add further cases and also record cases ofimpotence
related to omeprazole. All had been reported within
the World Health Organisation's programme for inter-
national drug monitoring as cases, and in all cases
causality seemed possible.

Case histories
The cases represent the total reported experience of

these adverse drug reactions up to December 1991.
There were 15 cases of impotence and 15 of gynaeco-
mastia or breast enlargement.

Impotence-All cases of impotence were in men
(mean age 52 6 years). They had been taking 20-40 mg

omeprazole daily for a mean of four days (cases in
which exact dates were recorded only) before onset.
Other drugs were not reported in eight cases and not
used in three. The treated condition was mostly reflux
oesophagitis (12 cases). Full details of patients are
given in the table.

Gynaecomastia or breast enlargement- Gynaecomastia
occurred in 13 men (mean, age of 56 8 years), and
breast enlargement occurred in two women aged 41
and 77. The doses ofomeprazole used were 20 mg daily
in most patients, 40 mg daily in two men, 60 mg daily
in one man, and either unknown or intermittent in
three patients, including one woman. The mean time
to onset (kiiown in 12 cases) was 2 9 months. Most of
the patients had either gastric or duodenal ulceration,
only three having oesophagitis. In three cases the
diagnosis was not recorded. One patient had the
Zollinger-Ellison syndrome. The table gives details of
the patients.

Comment
There have been two single case reports of gynaeco-

mastia in patients' taking omeprazole but none of
impotence. Both reports point out that the mechanism
-for the gynaecomastia is not apparent from the pharma-
cology of the drug. The cases we report are further
evidence of the adverse reaction and come from eight
different countries. Furthermore, they include the
hitherto unrecorded adverse effect of impotence.
Confounding due to other disease or other drugs
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